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STUDENT NEWSPAPER OF THE NATIONAL LAW CENTER
THE GEORGE WASHINGTON. UNIVERSITY,

.-.

Vol. 11,. No.4

by Bill Lietb

The NationalLaw Center is currently involved in a self-study
process as part-of an A.B.A ..inspection due for February of next
year. Under its current system of re-accreditation; the A.B.A.
reviews each law school approximately every seven years to
insure maintenance of its legal education standards. As part of
this review, the Law Center is preparing a self-study report which
is submitted to the A.B.A. prior to the inspection to give
background on the school.
This report is being compiled by a committee chaired by Professor Zenoff which includes Dean Potts, Professors Weston,
Caplan, Rothschild and S.B.A. President Sue Bastress. The committee has been meeting since before the semester began and the
report is due to be issued on November I. Actually. it is contem-:
plated that the results of the self-study effort will be two reports:
one for the A.B.A and a second, more detailed report given to
Dean Barron, making specific recommendations for- ways to
make improvements at the Law Center.
The various aspects of the Law Center that· the committee has
been siudying include the budget. governance of the law school,
faculty, admissions. recruitment, financialaid,siiJdents, curriculum, clinical activities, the library ...facilities and equipment as
well as the school's' relationships with other universities. the
alumni. the bar, the rest ofG.W. University and the community~··
Along with these specific areas of study. the cpmmittee has
attempted to acquire other input by distributing questionnaires
to .both students and faculty members.
In their questionnaire the faculty members were asked to give
their opinions of such things as teaching .-assignments. course
loads, class sizes, law school governance. curriculum,: adminis.'
trative policies in several areas, library facilities, .and their relationships with students. alumni and the university;"
One facet of the questionnaire that should be of special interest
will be the results of the faculty's evaluation of the students in the
areas of analyticid' skills, class participation, writing skills and
preparation. Since The Al;fvocate has always published the results"
_ of student-facility evaiuations. we will be giving equal time to the
faculty'seyaluati,pn of students when this information is made
available.
.
The committee is to be applauded for the amount of time and
effort that has gone into this project and The Advocate is offering its space as the 'vehicle for encouraging a continuing dia~
logue on the .fomniittee recommendations .. In future editions we
hope to deal with the issues raised in the report in order to help
insure that the self-study leads to self-improvement.
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Head FoulidGuilty
, by WOllam H. Scbladt
tenants of the Airiie farm: owu gained an' impressive reputation
Dr. Murdock Head appeared
leases office space and considers as a think tank ,for the political
on the witness stand last October
thata campus facility.
elite of Washington business and
9 to defe~d himself in his.trial for .
There .ar,e two persons con- government and as a producer of
tax e~aslo~ and conspIracy. to neeted with t~e foundation that, many award winning films. Most
commit bn~ry.After
the mne are also full timefacuity salaried of the films. are oriented towards
day trial,the
jury returned 8-. by the GWU department. Frank health and environmental issues '
verdic.t of guilty on o~e count of Kavanaugh is an associate profes- The most recent nationally tele:
conspiracy and not. guilty on .two s?r at the university and the asso- vised special produced by the
counts 'of tax evasion. !he Jurycla~e
director of the Airlie Foun- foundation was a program on.
was deadlock~ on' a. thlr~ cou~t ,datIon. Dr. ~.ead holds a full time occupational, cancer narrated by ,
of t:uc ev~~on which IS still faculty POSItIon. Although two John Wayne called "More than a
pendll~g decision b>:the ~ourt. Dr. ,members of the board of directors paycheck." The Foundation has
Head .IS.the execu~ve direc~or of of the Airlie Foundation are also also produced Tilms on human
the Airlie Foundatlo~, Chalrma!1 board members of the university, ecology, hard narcotic drugs,
of t~e Geor.ge WashID~ton Um- Frank. Kavenaugh asserts that hallucinogenic drugs, and heart
verstty ,Medlc:'l Center s d~part. th~re IS no interlocking director-attack
recovery narrated by such
,ment of medical and. public af - ShIP,between the school and the stars as Paul Newman and Arthur
fair~•• ~nd holdef'of the "Airl.ie foundatio~..
.'
. 'Godfrey: All of these programs
chair, an endowed professorship
The AirbeFoundatlon
has
-,
(0 tt
d
•.", )
at OWU. His phenomenal capa,.
on nue on page e'6"t

,r::t:~?I~i?U~~:
~:~:~~Women
W",in,':'Class
Action
A'.
'
.'.

The saga of or. Head arid the'
- ..Aldie Foundation began nineteen
years, ago when, as a, George:
~ashington' University professor,
lie decided to create a foundation
.that woulddireet
government
research grants and provide a
unique conference center in a
rural setting for, public and
.private use. Dr. Head had
acquired some property in the
mid-1950's near Warrenton, Virginia and decided to lease the property to the foundation to be used
as the conference center.
The foundation
derived its
name from this piece of property.
The previous 'owner: Henry
Groom. was bOrn in Scotland and
named his estate after the Airlie
castle in Scotland. Dr. Head also
of Scottish descent, decided to
retain the name.
The foundation and the GWU
department of medical and public
affairs are separate legal entities..
However. both the foundation
and' the.GWU
department are

."Building Expansion ..Plans"
...Confirmed at Faculty Meeting

as

.

October 24, 1979·

NLCto"Undergo
ABA Inspection

by John Lambert
The faculty met for the second
time this semester on Friday
October Sth .and reviewed a
number of committee reports'.
The most significant point of the
meeting was that Dean Barron
confmned that the University had
intentions to expand the Law
'School
facility on twentieth'
street. Ambiguously referred ,to
"building expansion plans,"
Dean Barron stated that President
Elliott hopes to move into the
development phase once their are
plans to present to the alumni.
Besides the discussion
of

,

future.
__'
building plans. lhe faculty heard
Prof. Zenoff reported that the
from several facility committees.
committee had been meeting
After some confusion, the SelfStudy Committee.' chaired by • weekly and going, through the
questionnaires that had been
Professor Zenoff, reported-ftrst.
distributed to the faculty and the
The Self-Study report is' instudents. There had been a 90%
tended to be a comprebensive
return on the faculty questionevaluation of the school, from
naires. To no one's' surprise,
professors and classes to various
almost all the faculty thought that
school activities. The report is
a new building was in order . The
primarily for the ABA accredicommittee expects the Self-Study'
dation - committee which will
report
would be ready by
visit the National Law Center in
December.
.
February. It is hoped that the
Prof. Pock, chairing the Currireport will also help the school
culum Committee offered the
itself in determining its assets and
, __ !:o.n.tinued on page four)
weaknesses in planning for the
.~ "'
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Inst, ',~~'ue.nment'
UU ..

'byShelJey Goldfarb'

I

•
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:things, by the fact ·that up' until

1969 part of the Constitution and
The U:S. Government Printing· By-laws, of,' the. International
Officewas found to have engaged 'Brothe~l)ood,of
Bookbinders
insexual discrimination violative specified, that women's wages
Of Title VII and th~ Equal Pay were to be set at 700/0 of men's
Actin a landmark decision hand- wages-and thaLwomen were not
ed down earlier this month tiy to be permitted to perform any
. U.S. District Court Judge Charles·. work classified as journeymen's
R. Richey;
'work
unless the journeyman was
Thompson v.' Boyle was the not available.
first case in which IiTitle VII class
' Extensive expert te~timony was
action was certified against a fed- ,proffered at trial to show that
eral agency. The class of 324 we-operating,
Smyth machines, non'·
men employees at the capital craft work done almost exclusiveGovernment Printing Office al- ly by women, was equal- in diffk '
leged violations of Title VII which culty, responsibility, and qualprohibits discrimination by an ifications, to the craft work of
employer against any individual
operating' bookbinder' machines,
with respect to his or her com pen- performed by·. men •. The court
sation, terms, conditions,
or found that GPO's evidence did
,privileges of employment, be-' not justify' separate classificacause of such individual's sex. tions.·
"
Classification
in any manner,.
The court decided that the'
which would tend to deprive any separate classification of craft
individual of employment 'oppor- and non-craft jobs, when comtunities or otherwise adversely af- b.ined with an apprenticeship sys·
fect his or her status as an em-tem
tbat hlid strong disincentives
..ployee on the basis of sex is also to women. had virtually elimiprohibited (42 U.S.C. §2000e- nated advancement opportunities
2(a) ).within· the Government Printing
The jobs performed byihe wo- Office Bindery for. women. The
men were classified' as noncraft
court found that the. GPO c1ass. jobs compared to the craft posi- ' ification system operated "to pertions held by men. Only crafts- petuate, the effects of past dis-men are entitled to compete for crimination" and was "not justi.
supervisory and printing specialist fiea for business purposes or any
I positions.
,other
.reason". The practices of,
In 1973 when the suit-was filed, the GPO, taken as a whole, were
2015 of the 3977 people in the found··to constitute a pattern and
Production
Department
were' practice of sexual discrimination.
craftsmen. Of these craftsmen,
violative of Title VII of the Civil
only 35 were women. Regardless Rights Act.
of the tasks to which they are
A class of over 200 women alactually assigned, all craft em- leged the violation. of the Equal
ployees receive higher wages than Pay Act of 1963 as amended. The
noncraft employees.
.
Equal Pay Act provisions of the
Widespread traditional sex dis- Fair Labor Standards Act (29
crimination in the printing indus- USC 206 (d) ) prohibited an emtry is evidenced, among other
(Continued on page four)
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Page two

LETTERS

Here We ~o·Again
Honor Code
SOon, if not already ,students will once again get the chance to
watch a professor try to justify a very bad idea. It is at best, an
embarrasing process' for all involved. As exams begin to loom
larger, particularly for first year students, some professors will
nobly try to alleviate various fears, 'describe their exams and for
those who give objective exams, try to justify the giving of an
objective exam. For the cynical, it is a fun process, for the others, .
dismaying.
.rLots of times the explanation or justification begins with an
analysis of how appropriate his or her subject is for a multiple
choice, or true-false, test. During this analysis, a student might
think, "Can he be serious that Contracts (Property, Criminal,
etc.) doesn't lend itself to a discursive analysis? What would Cardoza say?".
Often, the next reason offered is' objective exams avoid the
terrible sin of subjective grading. Unbeknownst to many before
they come to law school, there actually is such a thing as a truly
objective exam, almost a platonic form, which fortunately for
us, manifests itself in some of the tests given at our very own law
center. On these tests, the correct response to a factproblem is so
right or wrong, that, to close otherwise is to show an adulterated
mind and impure heart. The point that no subjective perception
governs grading of objective tests ignores the degree of subjec- .
tivity involved in the writing of a test. Instead of being able to
explain his response to a given problem, the student is limited to
the professor's perception of the problem. Unless he Is .on.the
same wavelength as the professor, he is in trouble. Granted the
professor's perception, of the problem is still a limiting factor
with the essay exam, but at leastthere's the opportunity for
explanation and persuasion. There's even the chance that the
professor's understanding of the problem might not have been ·as
complete as he thought, and he might learn something.
The justification will then continue from the advantages for
the students to the advantages for the teachers, and these appear
to be the more compelling reasons. It may be argued that preparing an objective exam takes more time to prepare than an
essay test, (One professor has neatly sidestepped this problem by
giving the same test for the last ten years), but is is doubtful that
it takes aslong to correct. They don't have to correct them. In
fact they don't even have to explain how they arrived at ·your
grade. They just turn over the answer key; One professor actually
admitted that one of the many "good" reasons for giving an
. objective exam was that he no longer had to handle students who
wanted to go over their tests. He'd hand them the key and tell
them why a certain answer was right, and be free of having to respond to their arguments. Another profile in courage! .
Here in law school, where classes are large and intellectual
, interaction in Class is. necessarlly limited, it is wrong to rob the .
student of his one chance to articulate an affirmative response to
a problem: to get an opportunity to synthesize the material in the
course. All tests are subjective, but at least in one, the student can
employ the skills he'll use as an attorney.
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To the Editor:
In the issue of The Advocate
for the 27th of August, you discussed an instance of cheating
that happened during a .final
examination. You suggested that
this was not an isolated instance
and, indeed, that cheating is widespread during examinations here.
As a remedy you proposed the institution of an honor system. I
object strongly to the creation of
any sort of honor system in this
school.
Harvard, where I was an undergraduate, had no honor system.
The College did not, I believe, assume that all students would
cheat on examinations; but it did
take the prophylactic view that it
would be wise to make it as difficult as possible for any would-be
cheater to .succeed. To that end,
.each examination was given in a
room large enough to hold ten
times the number of persons expected. Each student was assigned
a specific-seat, insulated on both
sides and before and behind with
a wide no-man's land of empty
chairs. Proctors were provided;
an examination room of any considerable size would have half-adozen or more in attendance,
prowling quietly like the hosts of
Midian. Any student who wished
to leave the examination room before turning in his blue books was

ERA
. To the Editor:
Michael P. McDonald attempts
to tie "Apocalypse Now" with
the extension of the Equal Rights
Amendment (ERA). I haven't
figured out the connection yet,
and I don't think he has either
(but it gets people to read his artlcles).
Mr. McDonald claims the ERA
extension was illegal based upon
the authority of Walter Berns, a
resident scholar at the American
Enterprise Institute. Perhaps he
'should also have read a memorandum prepared by Lippman &
Hart in Nov., 1977, commissioned by NOW, and approved by
Jerome A. Barron (now Dean of
this law school), Paut Brest of
Stanford, Norman Dorsen of
New York University, Thomas·
Emerson of Yale, Ruth Bader
Ginsburg of Columbia, Kenneth
L. Karst of the University of California, and Laurence Tribe of
Harvard, all professors of law.
Briefly,
the memorandum
states that "Congress has absolute and unreviewable authority
to extend the ratification period
and' that this can be achieved by
means of a joint resolution approved by a simple majority of
the members present and voting
in each House."
Article V of the Constitution'
\ does not set any, time limit on
ratification. (There are still four
amendments, excluding the ERA,
that have been passed by Congress and could still be ratified.)
Dillon v. Gloss, 256 U.S. 368
(1921) held that the imposition of
a seven year time limit for ratification of the 18th Amendment
(Prohibition) was valid and that
Congress could set a reasonable
time limit for ratification purposes, ,Coleman. v, Mi/~er, 307

accompanied by a proctor, even overload the Honor System".
to the bath room.If anyone was "For example," he said, "if you
caught cheating, he was expeIled. give your roommate money with
The system worked well and is which to bring you a hamburger
one possible approach to our from The Corner, don't put him
problem here.
.
on his honor to bring you back
From Harvard, I went to law' the' change."
The rationale
school at the University of Vir- seemed to be that, if the room
ginia where it was a question
mate should, either deliberately
whether their Honor System or or absent-mindedly, pocket .-the
Thomas Jefferson was regarded . change and then spend it, the
more idolotrously. Honor .. sys- Honor System would require the
terns are endemic to southern
one thus defrauded by one who
schools. They started iJ,lJhe nine- had been put on his honor to con, teenth-century South, born of the front him with his malefaction
cult of the Southern Gentleman
and, if the room mate did not volconceived as the reincarnation of untarilyIeave
Charlottesville by
the mediaeval chivalry pepicted in the next train, to institute prothe pag& of Scott's Waverly
ceedings before the Honor ComNovels. I don't know if there ever mittee. And too much of this sort
was a school where the honor sys- of thing would overload the System took the form ofthe assumptern and make it unworkable.
tion that no student would, in or
Another example of the sort of
.out of class, do any thing dis- pettyfogging .logic-chopping that
honorable and that, if one were so the Honor System engendered
to fall, honor would demand that
happened in the Law School while
his colleagues denounce him and' I was there. The School required
that he leave forthwith. What did students to attend classes, allowevolve was just what the name hit- ing a prescribed, but small, numplies-a system, operated at spe- ber of cuts for each course. A
cific times in specific ways. Let third-year student held the rather
me illustrate. All first-year stu- grandiloquently titled position of
gents (whether undergraduates or .-Master of the Rolls (for which he
in the law or medical schools) at received some scholarship aid). It
. Virginia were required.iupon first was his job to post a list of the
taking up residence in Jefferson's
students enrolled in each class in- '
academical village, to attend a side each class' room door each
meeting presided· over by the day. As we entered the classroom,
Chairman of the Honor Commitwe would cross off our own
tee who I remember vividly this names. At the end of the day, the
, god-like youth warning us "not to .=
Continued on page 4
U.S. 433 (1939) held that-Ute
become laws of the land. Since
question of proper time limits was Congress has the authority to
non-justiciable and a political determine the details of ratificaquestion because it was textually tion, and those details were detercommitted in Congress.
mined by a joint resolution which
Under Article V, Congress has became the law of the land, the
the sole power to propose amend- only question left is whether Conments, and to determine when gress needed a two-thirds maratification occurs. The brief con- jority to pass the extension.
eludes that "since Congress has
The Constitution specifically
the sole authority to determine the details when Congress needs a
time frame within which ratifica- supramajority of two-thirds. A
tion may occur and since it may .constitutional amendment must
make such a determination in pass by a two-thirds vote of
advance or, if no advance deter- members present. Article V also
mination is made, after a period gives Congress the power to deterof 'time has elapsed, it follows mine when the amendments have
that Congress may r'amend a been ratified but without speciperiod which it originally pre- fying that this must also be done
scribed for ratification whenever by a two-thirds vote. Since only a
it determines that political, social majority is needed to determine
and economic
considerations
when the amendments have been
.justify an extension."
ratified andto amend a proposed
The issue of whether Congress amendment, there is no reason why
may extend the time period for Congress would need more than a
ratification has never before come simple majority to vote to extend
up. Time limits for ratification
the time limit. The details of
h ave o~ Iy b een p Iaced on amend- ratification (including the time
ments S10cethe 18th Amendment.. period for ratification) are left to
Th'
.
I'"
. . Congress. Therefore, Congress
. IS time
umt IS in the "resolved" clause and not in the legally extended the time limit for
ERA itself. Extension will not ratification of the ERA.
affect the text of the Amendment
Mr. McDonald ends his tirade
nor prejudice any state which has by saying the ERA will give "the
passed the amendment (since Supreme Court a blank check,
states may not rescind a ratifl- authorize it to rewrite all the
cation).
laws that in any way distinguish
M r. Bems -said that the exten- between male or female." I would
sion was called Joint Resolution
like to know why we need laws
638 .b u t was 10
. rea I'Ity "something
distinguishing between male and
that defies description in constitufemale? What is he afraid of? He
tional or parliamentary.
lan- then says the ERA is a "great
guage." Mr. McDonald, in his threat to the structures of tradiarticle, did not quote any more of tional American government."
what Mr. Berns said except that
I'm not quite sure what this
this was a "new-order" resolu- means.
tio n. C ongress acts b y passing a
The ERA is composed of 24
bill
I W hiICh b ecomes a signed words. "Equality of rights under
.
I
st a t u t.eenacte d 1OtOaw,
by a con- the law shall not be denied or
t
I'
curren reso unon only binding
abridged by the United States or
on that term of Congress, or by a by any State on account of sex."
joint resolution, Joint resolutions Continued on page 4.
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SBAReport
By Sue Bastress

over last year's forms and will be
coordinated by Natalin Best and
The SBA welcomes the first Ann Condon. An SBA Placement
year representatives who were,
Committee was established in
elected October 3rd: Sec. 11- Kim order to investigate the possible
Bloodworth, Sec. 12- Michael expansion of counseling services
Ginsberg, Sec. 13- Tom Lasater,
and job placement opportunities.
Sec. 14- Jim Nagel, Sec. 15- DarThe Committee coordinator, Edie
lene Vorachek, and Sec. 20- Susan
Reese, will be surveying other
Ellis. At the last SBA meeting of schools and will be working closeOctober 4th, several student ini- Iy with Lynn Hiner to scope out
tiatives .were discussed and sup- present needs.
ported. Steve Blair is coordinatOther ideas discussed at the
ing an investigation of the feas- meeting included the need for a'
ibility of an Honor Code, and is men's lounge, the establishment
presently
surveying
selected - of no-smoking lounge areas, and
schools for ideas. Michael Gins- enhanced enforcement at Library
berg is attempting to produce a exits.
Law School Student Directory
The SBA would like to thank
which would be entirely subsi- those faculty members
and
dized by a Bar Review firm. Fa- students who participated in the .
culty evaluations will be improved
Informal Faculty Seminar Series. ,

The Series will be discontinued
until next semester, in order to allow the Corporate Lecture Series
to be held. Other upcoming events
include the workshop entitled
"Financial Planning and Career
Considerations: The Years After
Graduation", which will be given
Wednesday, Oct. 24 at 8pm in
Rm BOI. The workshop will provide technical assistance to law
students planning to start a law
practice, as well as general investment considerations. The "Res
Ipsa Loquitur" is to be held at
Hains Point on Saturday, October 27th. Finally, the next SBA
meeting is Thursday, October 25
at 8pm, in the Hoover Room ·of
the Law Library. As always, SBA
meetings are open 'to all.

Bulletin Board Allocation

by Kay Bushman.

What is happening around the
law school? It sure is hard to find
out sometimes. There are three
ways students get information: (I)
the Advocate; (2) word of mouth;
(3) bulletin boards. The Advocate
is a good source of information.
However, its usefulness is limited
with regard to current activities
since it is published only once
every three weeks. Word of
mouth is an inadequate, haphazard way to let people know
what is going on. It is also impossible to find out what is
happening by reading bulletin
boards. Bar Review advertisements take up most of the available space. The remaining space is
'covered with one outdated sign
over another and announcements
are never posted in any specified
location. Students suffer from a

"systems overload" in trying to
read the bulletin boards and many
simply give up.
All is not lost. The Student Bar
Association (SBA) has a Bulletin
Board Committee (BBC) to deal
with this problem. After carefully
analyzing the available space and
the usual types of announcements
that are posted, the BBC has
decided to allocate space according to specified needs, i.e., housing, rides, for sale, services offered, bar review, student organ-.
I izations, general announcements,
etc.
A strictly enforced allocation
of space should clear up some of
the problems. This way if you are
looking for housing information,
you only need to look in one place
and know that all housing announcements will be posted on
that bulletin board, You won't be
missing anything. It will also save

New NalDe for WRO
by Kay Bushman
.
The Women's Rights Organiza-spoke
on her expen~n.ces as an
.
h
ffi . lly changed its attorney, clerk,pohtlcal
camnon
as 0 icia
w Associa- paigner, . and' professor.
She
~ame to the G.W. L~ W LAW brought up the real tragedy, the
non for w~e\
O[d . businessl question we have never thought to
for short.
e ea.
.
.ask Why not a woman on the Sumeeting on Oct. 17. The organ~za- pre~e Court? But in conjunction
tion now has 20 active me~ ~rs with that qu~stion, another ques-'
and we enco.urage others to join. tion must be asked. "Why not
We have decided to have a regu~ar M ?"
business meeting on the thud
e.
Wednesday of every month at
The other pitfalls women need
8:00 to allow both day and night to look out for are the extremes.
students to attend. The first Wed- Some women think they have
nesday of each month will be ~n :made it by completing law school,
informal discussion, with tOPiCS,settling down at a job, and then
to be posted in advance. The~e' never use their full potential.
meetings will be from 4:30-5:30 m Women at the other end of the
the women's lounge on the second' spectrum think they must give up
floor of Stockton. The second everything else in life to achieve
and fourth Wednesdays will be an their one goal of success. There
open coffee hour in the. sa~e must be a golden mean. I think
place at the same time. This Will she focussed on the larger pur1tI10wpeople to take a study ~reak poses of law school. We ~omeand talk to the other women 10 the times tend to get hung up m the
school.
:d~(ails.
.. We have set up a number of G.W. Law has also scheduled a
committees to deal with necessary ,pot luck dinner on Oct. 28th at
functions:
publicity,
coffee, 6:00 p.m, at Kay. Bushman's
alumni, liason with the ot.her house. The address IS 3339 17th
omen's groups in town, publica- St., N.W., phone number 332:ons to get some feminist litera- 1183. Sign up she~ts for .what to
ture in the women's lounge, s~~er-bring and maps will be given O?t
. g committee and a fund ralsmg later. We also have a bulletm
:mmittee fo; the II th National board where members can look
Women and the Law Conference. for our announcements. That
The first event our group spon- board is located above the water
sored was well attended. Mary cooler in Bacon Hall by the H St.
Cheh, professor here at G.W., entrance.

Although in this corner I have usually taken as subjects
matters that directly involve the operation of the National Law
Center, I would like to use this corner from time to time to discuss matters that affect law students, law faculty, and lawyers
generally. One such matter involves the now well-known Devitt
Report.
On September 20, 1979, the Judicial Conference of the United
States unanimously approved the recommendation contained in
the "Federal Report of the Committee to Consider Standards for
Admissions to Practice in the Judicial Courts." This somewhat
long-winded title is known in the trade, so to speak, as the Devitt
Report, after Judge Edward J. Devitt, U.S. District judge in St.
Paul, Minnesota, Chairman of the Committee. The report
created a great deal of controversy, and has engendered a long
and much considered response from the law schools. The law
school report is called the Crampton Report.
One of the most controversial proposals in the Devitt Report
involves a series of recommendations bearing on the right to
practice in the federal courts. These include a proposal for a
special committee of the Judicial Conference to oversee and
monitor a federal practice examination. It is also proposed that
the federal courts institute a trial experience requirement, as well
as a peer-review procedure. The idea is that these proposals be
tested in a selected number of district courts. The hope is that a
number of district courts will express a desire to cooperate in all
three of these suggestions, or in at least one or two of them.
I am interested in discussing only one of these proposals: the
federal practice exam. What is being proposed is essentially a
special bar examination for the federal courts. The argument for
this proposal is that the attorney must have a "good working
knowledge of the federal practice and procedure." The Committee, after much soul-searching, decided that an examination
requirement should not be in posed on present members of the
Bar, 'but only on new applicants. The Committee is not happy
about this kind of "grandfathering," but feels that practical consideration require it.
In my view, the federal courts should not attempt to have their
own bar examination. I think that if it is felt that new lawyers are
deficient in their knowledge of federal practice and procedure,
the appropriate remedy is to make federal practice one of the
subjectstested by the multi-state bar examination. There is no
particular need for local federalcourts to give their own examination since hopefully, the U.S. Judicial Code and the Federal
Rules a'pply n'ationwide. It is true that our federal district courts
do have local supplemental rules. But I wonder if these rules, replete as they are with filing dates, requirements f,o~,th~ appropriate size of briefs, and so on, are matte~s o~ sufflcle?t intellectual substance to merit .separate .<exammatlOn particularly
when these rules are changing all the time.
At the American Bar Association convention in Dallas, the
proposals of the Devitt Committee were debated at length by the
Section on Legal. Education. Dean Sacks of Harv~rd Law Sc?ool
made quite a forceful case against the Devitt Co~mlttee
proposals at the Section meeting: He was, I t.hin~, particularly
persuasive on the wisdom of leaving bar examination matters to
the states.
.
One of the great strengths of the legal profession in th~ Umted
States has been its mobility. This mobility has charactenzed the
legal profession not only in terms of the ~ase w~thwhich one may
enter it but also in respect to the ease With which one may move
aroundit once one is admitted to the bar. I think we should proceed very carefully before we set up new ba~ri.ers. to young
lawyers which might discourage them from pracncrng In the federal courts, particularly in light of the fact that the fe~eral courts
have been especially hospitable to those who have claims of constitutional dimension. Raising new barriers for young lawyers
and "grandfathering" older p.ractitioners.can only result, m my
opinion, in further acceleration of the mfl~tIon of legal fees
without improving. the quality of federal practice.
For the foregoing reasons, and as a long-time teacher. an? occasional practitioner of both federal procedure and constitutional
law I would like to take his opportunity to vote "No" on the
federal practice exam proposal in the Devitt Report.
-Jerome A. Barron
endar. The landing between the
second and third floors is for bar
review ads and magazine ads.
(Bar review posters are the worst
offenders. They take up valuable
space for free. They can always
take out an ad in the paper.)
Bulletin board space by the
elevators in the library will be left
for duplicate posting of student
activities. The space in the other
stairwell. of Stockton has not yet
been allocated.
Any student
organization which does not yet
have space may reserve it.
Any comments,
criticisms,
suggestions, or other objections
are welcome. Students may
contact Kay Bushman at 332,1183.
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LETTERS

It Has Been Dec'ided ...
After several years of apparently normal marriage, the husband announced to his wife that
he had been receiving female hormone treatments and
that he
intended to undergo a sex-change
operation. They obtained separate residences and the wife filed
for divorce. Thereafter, the transsexual made harassing telephone
calls to the wife at her work,
demanding that she pay bills,
threatened to kill her if she
refused, punched holes in the
walls of the parties' home, and
smashed the parties' wedding
picture and gouged the wife's face
from the picture.
The transsexual claims that his
transition from male to female
and the disruptive behavior are
indicative of a mental disorder
requiring treatment, and 'cites
cases that a husband must care
for a wife who suffers either
mental or physical disorder. The
court disagreed with the claim of
mental illness and stated that the
prevailing viewpoint is that transsexuals
are psychologically
healthy individuals. Furthermore,
the court ruled that the transsexual's threatening behavior provided adequate legal cause for the
wife to vacate the marital domicile and constituted conduct sufficient to obviate the right to support from the wife.
Phillips v. Plotkin, Pa Cm-

by David Bane
Pleas; Philadelphia,
48LW2260

9/19/79,

Withholding of transcripts- Not
a taking
A former student unsuccessfully challenged a federal magistrate's ruling that the university's
refusal to release transcripts of
grades to former students who
have not repaid their National
Defense or Direct Student Loans
does not constitute a taking of
"security"
for such loans' in
violation of the National Student
Loan Act. The court also decided
that the transcripts were never the
property of the students and that
a refusal to supply the sheets does
not violate the Due Process
Clause.
Romanelli v, Boyer, USDC
Conn,9/6/79,48LW2246
Ladies
ination

Night-Sex

Discrim-

The Seattle Supersonics maintained the policy of offering halfprice tickets to women on "Ladies
Night" in order to attract female
fans and make it easier for families to attend the games. The city
owns and maintains the facility.
The Washington Constitution's
Equal Rights Amendment provides that "equality of rights and
, responsibility under the law shall

He was never caught. Had he
Master of the Rolls would collect been, there was no crime with
all the sheets from all the class- which to charge him, nor was
rooms and then enter all the there any precept of the Honor
names that had not been crosse.d. Code that he had violated.
off as unexcused absences. This
It is this sort of on-again-offtabulation was made and kept in a again, faucet approach that I obloose-leaf volume titled The Roll jeet to in an honor system, the ;nBook which normally reposed on gendering of the idea that honora table in an upper hallway where able conduct is only expected or,
students could examine it at any at least; required in certain pretime. It was a serious matter; for scribed situations instead of at all
cutting more than the allo~ed times and everywhere. As a pracnumber of classes meant ge:tung tical matter, an honor system deno credit for th~t course. ~e1O~ a . rives whatever effective operation
Serious Matter, It was a Violation, it has from the turning of all stuof the Honor Code: (1). to. cross, dents into proctors, The greater
one's name off a class list IS one the proportion of students who
had not been present; (2) to come can be persuaded to function as
to class, cross one's name off, ever vigilant un-paid proctors the
and then leave; (3) to cross off the. greater the chance the system has
name of another student who was of working. If we must have procnot present. Towards the end of tors, I prefer them to be hired for
my second Fall Term, a student. the occasion and designated as
must have realize~ that he had! such. .
t":ttted up the maximum number
There is however another apof allowed cuts in one or more proach to ~ur probl~ here. If we
courses. He must also have taken were to eliminate 'competition for
to heart the !o~e of personal pro- grades,we
would eliminate the
perty and criminal law that teach chief .incentive that moves stuthatthere can be no theft of docu- dents to cheat This can be done,
ments which lack intrinsic value. by giving all courses on a creditHe had also taken .clearly taken.t0 nocredit basis and dedicating ourhe~ the fact that It was not a VIO- selves to the proposition that
lation o~ the Honor Code t~ ab- faculty and students should be enscond With the recor~ sheets 10 the, gaged in a joint effort to produce
Roll Book. Accordinglyvhe
reo, good
eminently
satisfactory
moved a number of sheets from I work' from all students in all cour:
the Ro.ll Book. Presumably those ses.
s~eets included o~es t~at be~raYed
Sincerely yours,
his own parlous sttuanon With reDavid Lowther
Professor of Law

to parents

A Maine statute requires a
physician, prior to performing an
abortion on an unemancipated
minor who is less than 17 years
old, to give actual notice to one of
her parents or guardians at least
24 hours before performing the
abortion. If actual notice cannot
be given, written notice by certified mail must be given at least 48
hours before performing
the
abortion. The statute specifically
provides that the consent of the
minor's parents or guardian is not
required. The court ruled that the
48 hour waiting period imposes
an undue burden upon the
exercise by minors of the Constitutional right to seek an abortion.
The physicians are granted a preliminary injunction against the 48
hour waiting period requirement.
Women's Community Health
Center, Inc. v, Cohen, USDC
Maine 9/13/79, 48LW2229
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Faculty Meeting
(Continued

the subject of deferred compensation,
The discussion of the merits of
the proposal was clouded for two'
reasons. Unfortunately, the tax
division professor who suggested
or backed the proposal, Prof.
Weaver, was not in attendance. In
'addition,
it appears that a
guarantee of the success of the
proposal had pretty much been
made to Judge Chabot,' the
present teacher of 554. It was
thought that it would be quite
embarrassing
not to come
through with the promise. After
several minutes, the faculty voted
to table the proposal until Prof.
Weaver was present to explain his
suggestion.
The faculty then approved a
motion which created Community Property as a permanent
part of the curriculum. The
course, to be taught by Prof.
Weaver, will be offered every
other summer.
The final area addressed by
Prof. 'Pock was the Environmental Law Program. The curriculum committee,
upon the
advice of Prof. Reitzie, recommended that three new courses be
added, and in keeping with the
hopes for an "'honest curriculum," several be dropped. It is
the hope of the curriculum
committee that these three new

from page one)

next report. The focus of the committee was described as two-fold,
long range and immediate. For'
long range purposes, the committee hopes to take a very deep
look at present course structures,
examining all aspects; from
courses offered to such administrative matters as the fifty minute
class period. The purpose of such
an extensive analysis would be to
determine how the status quo
would fare with what the future
holds for legal education.
In the interim, the committee is
examining the Legal Research and
Writing Course and its format.
Originally. the course was intended simply to cover rudimen.tary writing and library skills .but
now also purportedly covers
ethical
problems.
--The
committee has contacted
forty schools about their research
and writing programs and expects
to have a report by January.
Another immediate hope of the
committee is to attempt to clean
up the Law Center's course
bulletin and make it less of a
consumer "fraud." This clean-up
would involve weeding out the
dead courses and developing an
"honest curriculum."
The first concrete proposal was
to bifuricate
course
554,
Taxation-Deferred
Com pensation, presently two hours into
TDC I and TDC II for a total of
four hours. Prof. Hambrick,
professing complete ignorance of
the plan, objected to the proposal
as it would create an imbalanced
tax, program. Prof. Hambrick
stated that four hours of Deferred
Compensation juxtaposed to only
three hours of Individual Income
Tax and Corporate Tax demonstrates lUJ.Y\3J'tlUlteQ
&tro'h~sis ,QJ1,

-c,

•
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Honor theCode
sheets were never seen again.

not be denied or abridged on
account of sex." When a municipality leases its property, it is
engaged in state action. Ther:fore, Ladies Night practiceconstltutes sex discrimination in violation of the State Constitution.
McLean v, First Northwest
Industries of America, Inc. Wash
,- Ct. App., 9/10/79
Abortion-notice

Continued/rom

ERA

Public Utilities and the Environment. There was some confusionwhether there would be an The ERA will not affect rights to can be challenged or changed one
overlap between this course and privacy and still allows for bona by one which is a slow, expensive
others, such as Regulated Indusfide occupational qualifications. process. Or the ERA can change
tries or Use and Control of Then why is the ERA necessary?
the Constitution. This will insure
Nuclear Energy. The faculty
Women can get equal rights a uniform, nation-wide standard
voted to wait on the proposal
under the legal system in three of equality. Above all the ERA is
until Prof. Reitzie was present to ways. Sex would become a' a symbol. It is a symbol of how
explain the rationale for the' suspect classification under the far women have come, from civil
course.
14th amendment, subject to the' death
through
marriage,
to
The faculty also voted to drop
strict scrutiny standard similar to :owning property, to holding a
492 Science and the Legal Process
race. The Supreme Court seems! profession, to being able to vote,
and 495 Legal Protection against
reluctant to make that decision. and maybe to have the ConstiTechnological Hazards.
These _ Existing federal and state laws' tution, the supreme law of the
courses had been part of the Law
. land, recognize that women are
Science
and
Technology'
equal citizens.
Program.
Kay Bushman
The final committee report was
from the Faculty Appointments
to . determine if they were inCommittee
and chairwoman
terested in permanent appoint- members should be allowed to
Prof. Schwartz. Prof. Schwartz
ment, Profs. Cheh, Dienes, Fink, drop in on the visiting professor's
reported that up to six permanent
Kempler, and Ross are interested. classes for evaluation purposes.
faculty appointments are possible
Only .Prof. O'Dea is not. The. The faculty finally approved a
and that the school is now actively
committee has also done some motion that the committee enseeking to fill them. Some of the
advertising and directly contacted courage faculty members to visit
areas in which professors are
other schools and alumni for classes of the visitors, that the
sought include; Creditor's Rights,
possible applicants.
chairwoman
coordinate
all
Anti-Trust, Unfair Trade, InterThe most troublesome aspect faculty visits and that she limit the
national Law, Federal Jurisdicfor the meeting revolved around number of visits to a reasonable
tion and the following basic
the delineation of appropriate amount.
courses: Civil Procedure Corprocedures for evaluating the
The final item of business was
porations, Torts, Constitutional
vlsltmg professors who are in- the unanimous approval of Mr.
Law, and Tax.
terested in permanent appoint- Peter Raven-Housen to teach Law
The school currently has six ment, There were some differ- 425, Economic
Theory for
visitors and they were contacted
ences over whether
faculty. Lawyers.

TIe tIe ·VBOass Aeti on

courses would be the foundation
.
for a new program entitled
Environmental and Energy Law.
The
faculty
unanimously
(Continued from page one)
approved the addition of the ployer from paying wages to emfollowing two credit courses: ployees at a rate less than that
Control of Toxic and Hazardous
paid to employees of the opposite
Substances, and Water Pollution sex for equal work on jobs which
Control Law, and extension of require equal skill, effort and
510, Water,Resources La~.
responsibility, and which are perThe curnculum committee ,also formed under similar working
.reccmmended .a .~r~. ,CllUtlc;q• .conditions ••••• c.v, .. ' ,
",

.

The court, examining the expert
testimony, compared the work
performed by the women to that
performed by the men and determined that those who operated
the Smyth Machines were in fact
perfo~ming equal work in terms
?f skill, ~e,sponsibility and work10g . conditions, The. job, content .

was found to be substantially the
same to that performed by the
higher paid male bookbinders.
The appropriate relief to which
the plaintiffs are entitled will be
determined in a subsequent proceeding. Several million dollars in
back pay as well as injunctive and
other relief are expected.
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Bars Reiect Student Bankrupt~es
by Jeff Berry

Apparently a little knowledge application was "in no way influ- moral character and reflected
of bankruptcy procedures can enced by any assessment of adversely on his' ability to pernow be hazardous to one's legal Gahan's motivation in seeking form properly the duties of a
career. At least two states will bankruptcy." Instead, the court. lawyer.
deny admission to'the bar to those looked "solely"
at Gahan's
While the Minnesota court
law school graduates who dis- failure to satisfy his obligations discusses the constitutional issue,
charge their student loans without on the student loans.' It was this it fails to address the question
adequate
justification.
Such
failure to pay up, not his subse- squarely. It seems that it is still an
action by both the Florida and quent decision to seek relief in open question whether an indiMinnesota bars has been upheld bankruptcy, that the court found vidual who discharges his student
by their respective', state Supreme
demonstrated. a lack of good loans through Federal bankruptcy
. courts. These decisions are: 1)

proceedings is protected from discrimination in seeking admission
to the bar. The United States
Supreme Court in 'In re Stolar,
has recognized a requirement of
good moral character as a permissible condition to bar admission. But the Supreme Court has
yet to consider the limits of this,
condition in light of the underlying purposes of, the Federal
bankruptcy act .

Florida.Bd. of Bar Examiners v.

Perhaps of more immediate
interest to some law students in
Washington is the attitude of the
D.C. Bar towards applicants who
have discharged their student
loans. A spokesman for that
organization stated that they had
never been presented with a fact
situation like that of Gahan or
G. W.L. Thu~ he refused to
speculate whether 'the D.C. Bar
would follow the lead of Florida
and Minnesota.

G. W.L., 364 So. 2d 454 (1978)
and 2) Application of Gahanfor

Admission to the Bar-of Minnesota, 279 N. W. 2d 826 (1979).
,

In Florida, it is not the act of
filing for bankruptcy that disqualifies the applicant, but the
particular
circumstances
surrounding the bankruptcy proceedings which are considered. Only if
the Board concludes that these
circumstances demonstrate a lack
of gObd moral character in the
applicant, is admission denied.
Another Florida case, FloridaBd.

Your eet likedogs.

of Bar Examiners re Groot, 365
So. 2d 164 (1978), illustrates this
reasoning.
The circumstances
surrounding Groot's bankruptcypetition did not strike the Florida
Supreme Court as being morally
reprehensible and thus it overturned the Board of Examiners
'and orderedvGroot
admitted.
UDIike G.W.L., Groot had suffered- unusual misfortune during
the period leading up to his seeking relief through bankruptcy. "
Groot was the father and legal
custodian of two children born of
a recently-terminated marriage.
His expenses included not only his
own and those of his children, but
to a large extent those, of his
former wife. Finally, Groot had
encountered considerable difficulty firiding gainful employ-'
ment. Thus, the Supreme Court
'concluded that Groot's ,.actions
regarding his student loans did
not reflect on his ability to
practice law.
'. In the Gahan case, the Minnesota Supreme Court sought to
distinguish its rationale from that
of the Florida court, while still
reaching the "'same result. The
Court recognized that the purposes underlying the Federal
bankruptcy act raise a constitutional issue in these cases that '
should not be ignored: "We have
reservations as to whether it was
constitutional
for, the Florida
court to consider the morality of
any motivations for filing bankruptcy when the Federal government has declared the bankruptcy
proceeding to be legal and
presumably beneficial to the
welfare of the individual and
society." Because'" the Federal
Government has declared bankruptcya right; a state may viola~e
the Supremacy Clause when It
declares an individual "immoral"
or "irresponsible" for seeking to
exercise that right and denies
admission to the baron
that
basis.
In an attempt to avoid such a
conflict with Federal law, the
Minnesota Supreme Court explicitly stated that its decision to
affirm the denial of Gahan's

Feet are human, too. And therefore have
an inalienable right to a pair of good, comfortable shoes.
Like the one you see below " ,.'.
.
I

-,

,.'
It's a Rockport. And it knows howto treat men's
.and women's feet with respect.

Take the inside for example. With most shoes, the
inside is just the other side of the outside. We consider that
callous treatment.' And so do feet,
So we put a foam cushion insole inside.And a full
.'leather lining. One that's been specially tanned to make
it soft and comfy.
. "
..' "
Some companies think we're foolish to work so hard
on part ofa shoe you ,.never pay much attention to.
Frankly, we don't care
what they think. We only
care how your feet
feel about it.

•

Feet havefeelings, too.l~Rockporf
Foryour nearest dealer, write Roc'kp?rt Company, Marlboro, MA 01752.
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by Harry Chernoff

Elizabeth Prue'sgas
bill last winter
averaged $60,$70 a month. That's fairly
typical for a home in the District with a
gas boiler. Prue, however, did not have a
gas boiler. At least not one that worked.
The boiler was broken even before the.
winter. Prue, 59, and living on social
security with her husband and hand'icapped son, could not afford to have it
repaired,
_
.
The gas bill at her drafty 3 bedroom
rowhouse in Southeast came. from using a
gas range for both cooking and heating.
The electric bill last winter, also $60-$70 a
month, came from using portable space
heaters.
.
Despite the range and the space
- heaters, "I had no, heat in the winter,"
says Prue."1
had to live with my
daughter 'cause of the cold. "
"I wouldn't sell the house," adds Prue,
whose family' income is below poverty
levels, "but I just can't pay the bills."
For Marvel Flanagan, 59 and a-widow,
the problem was only slightly differentr .
Her gas boiler worked. But because her 3
story brick rowhouse in Norhteast was
inadequately
insulated
and poorly
caulked and weathers tripped, her heating
bills were enormous.
Like most of the homes in the Washington area, hers wasted huge amounts of heat. In the jargon of the industry,
Flanagan's home was an energy sink.
Like many of the owners of such homes;
Flanagan could not afford to heat it.
"Every February for the last 10 years I
. got an extortions bill for gas," says
Flanagan, whose income is also below

public utilities, they are not regulated,
poverty levels.
among low income people.
.·,C,
"
and they are not required to serve anyone.
Two Februaries ago she fell behind in
At $.88 a gallon, home heating oil is
"There may not be enough oil, and it will
her gas payments. A month later she
already 70070 more expensive than it was
be significantly more expensive than last
received a bill for $265.40 and a notice
last winter. The fuel oil companies expect
that service was going to be discontinued.
the price to rise another 10 cents a gallon
year." And, he asks, "Who decides who
gets it?"
"I couldn't have paid it. They would
in the coming -rnonths. Even without
have had to cut me off," she says.
'another price rise, heating oil is now far
According to the local oil companies,
Flanagan was not cutoff. For that
more costly than either gas or electricity.
"Who gets it?" is aquestion of who pays
:for it.
matter, neither was Prue. It was cold
For the average Washington area
. "We . have to run 'a responsible
comfort, though. Neither was able to pay
resident, who consumes 1200 gallons of
the heating bills. Neither expected to be
oil in a season, a fuel bill of $200 a month'
business, and that means making sure
any more able to pay them in the future.
is likely. Area residents who pay for oil
people don't run cold," says Luis Portal
Both expected tobe cutoff eventually.
on a 12 month basis have already received
of the A.P. Woodson oil company ...
No one is sure how many other people,
increases of $20 to $30 a month or more.
But we're not like -the utilities or the big
in the Washington area are in the same
For particularly inefficient homes, which;
oil companies'.' We don't have the
-situation. Judging by the number eligible
according to a local oil company spokesresources to finance: all-the inventory or
each year for utility cutoffs, however, a
woman, can consume an astounding 2200
accounts receivable. "Unless people pay
conservative estimate would be many tens
gallons of oil in a season, the cost of
their bills, I don't see how the small local
of thousands.
heating is mindboggling.
." dealers are going to make it."
The people behind the statistics, the
"The 611bills are just unbelievable,"
"The local agencies should get together
energy poor, are ~mostly low income or
says Mary Kay, a moderate income inwith local oil companies and come to an
fixed income individuals. Utility bills are
dividual in Northwest. Last year the uninagreement on actual procedures," [for
among their largest monthly expenses, . sulated house she rents used almost 1600
supplying and paying for heating oil],
particularly in the winter.
gallons of oil.
,
says Portal, "Let's gef down to specifics,
According to PEPCO" heating is"
"The oil company was always filling
not vague generalities, because we're
responsible for 500'/0 or more of the winter
the tank and the house was always cold,"
going to get to December and someone is
bill in an average electrically heated
she says. "I don't want to think about
going to be out of oil. Then what are we .
home. For customers of Washington Gas . what it's going to be like this winter," she
going to do?"
..
Light, tbatfigure rises to more than 750'/0.-- adds.
Local agencies 'cannot answer that
Almost' without exception, the in- _. Local agencies agree that middle' inquestion. The.agencies acknowledge that
dividuals hit the hardest bywinter heating
come individuals are chafing under high - if the heating oil market this winter is
bills believe that the utilites and oil
fuel prices. Still, the agencies say, these
anythingIikethe gasoline market was this
companies are taking advantage of them.
individuals can arid will pay whatever
, past summer, they will not be able to
And they feel powerless to do anything
price is necessary to get heating oil. Many
handle the crisis.
.
about it.
middle and upper income individuals will
The agencies also warn that the heating
The problem willbe worse this winter, _ be outraged, but they do not intend to be
problem is not restricted to people who
say local agencies, The reason: Higher
cold. The implications for people who
.receive bills directly from utilities or oil
prices for gas and electricity and sharply
cannot pay the price are left unsaid.
companies. Tenants in master metered
higher prices for oil. The price or oil, in "There is' obviously a real problem,"
apartments, where-utilities are included in
.particular, willdramaticallyincrease
the
says Brian Lederer of the D.C. Peoples
the rent, will likely be subject to some sort
number of defaults and delinquencies _ Counsel.'. The oil companies are. not
.of emergency heating cost pass through.
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NACRELLI BAR REVIEW·
Va., D.C.,Md~ & New England,too!
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Refreshments.

will. b8provided.
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1. More exposure to each Multistate Topic
2. Practice E?Cams- A ~id·c9urse multistate exam, so you can gauge your progress. A jurisdictional essay exam
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Again, the situation is: most critical for
UPO made Flanagan's home one or the
Montgomery
-279-1542 (Montgomery
falls below 32 degrees or small babies are
tenants whose buildings are heated by oil.
several hundred it weatherized in 1978.
County Weatherization Program)
in the .home or health problems are inHow low income tenants will meet their
The following winter (1978-9) Flanagan's
Prince George's
-private contract
volved. The restrictions must be brought
unexpectedly high winter rent payments is
gas consumption was 290/0lower than the
basis only
to
the
attention
of
the
utility.
a mystery to everyone.
year before. With the reduced gas conVirginia. ' State Corporation
ComFor people who depend on government
sumption, Flanagan was able to pay all
,Do it ¥our¥ourself Weatherizationmission-no moratorium.
assistance to survive the winter, the
her heating bills.,
,
If you want to weatherize. your house
Maryland Public Service Commission
failure of local agencies to help will be
"I'm struggling/'she
says. and then
yourself, the best' place to begin is with
. - moratorium in effect for the past 2
devastating,
but not unexpected.
quickly adds, "but I've made it this far
winters. No decision has been reached on '. the book In the Bank . .. Or Up the
Disillusionment. and resentment among
and I'm not going to give up the house."
Chimney? (2nd. Ed.) It is written by the
imposing 'the moratorium this wi.!1t~r.,
low income people is as high towards the
PEPCO - voluntary moratorium in
Department of Housing, and , Urban
government as it is towards the utilities
The Cutoff Question
, Development and is available for $1.70
all
jurisdictions.
"
and oil companies -. -, ',.'
VEPCOno formal-moratorium, but
, from .the U.S. Government Printing
"These [low income] people know that
To ensure that your gas or electricity is
extremeweather.conditions are taken into , Office: The book is easy to read, practical
they don't have the money, but they don't
not cutoff this winter you should follow
,;a.ccounC
'"
and contains everything you need to
want to go through therigmoreale with
the advice every utility gives: If you are
Washington Gas Lightno formal
know about weatherizing.
the agencies," says Manny Brown of the
unable to pay your bills, or if you anticmoratorium, but no cutoffs when' the
-An important rule for homeowners: Do
Southeast Neighborhood House. "Once
ipate having difficulty paying your bills,
temperaturefalls below 25 degrees.
it yourself, weatherization is almost
they get through the red tape-and the
call your utility and explain your
Baltimore'
Gas
&
Electric
always worth the money. Hiring a
bureaucracy, they still don't have the
problem.
moratorium question not yet decided.
contractor is expensive and may not be
money. It turns everybody off."
"If there is a showing of good faith on
Fuel Oil Companies - not subject to
worth the added cost.
An often heard tale of government
the part of the.customer, and any possibcommission
imposed
moratoriums.
An important rule for renters: Lanineffectiveness is the Federal Crisis Inility of payment, arrangements, will be
Cutoff policy varies from,' company to " dlords of individual houses and small
tervention Program. In each of the last
made," says Vepco spokesman Mike
'company.
buildings are often willing to weatherize
two years the federal government
Molloy. "The worst that can happen," he
if the tenants are willing to help.. Discuss
provided hundreds of millions of dollars
adds, "is if 'someone falls' behind and
, Where To Go For Help
the possibility of the landlord buying the
to help low income people meet winter.
makes no effort to contact the commaterials and the tenants doing the inheating emergencies.' The. program's
pany."
Problems paying the bills - if you , stallation.
shortcoming was that the money was
For consumers
whose utility is
have a problem paying your utility or fuel
Calling a Contractor - Before doing
never available.until April or May. At
operating under a cutoff moratorium, the
oil bill you should call your utility or fuel
anything, call your Better Business
that point, say the local.agencies sadly,
, advice is equally valid. '
oil company immediately. If you explain
Bureau and request a copy of its pamwhat good does it do? .
.'
"People go and spend the money and
your situation and want to pay your bill,
phlets entitled Consumer Tips on Home
The Community .Services Admindon't hold any in reserve," says James
the company will, arrange for special
Insulation, and Tips on Home Improveistration, which' runs the program, now
Buffington
of the ,Prince ,. George's
payment terms. Ask about paying on a 12 .ments. Then shop carefully .. Be , certain
tentatively
called
Energy
Income
County Emergency Assistance Program.
month levelizedplan. ,
','
that you deal with a reputable contractor
Assistance, hopes to be able to distribute
"Then they come in here in the spring
who uses top quality materials and guarfunds this winter rather than next spring.
with $700 or $800 in bills and we can't
PEPCO'- 833-7500
antees his work. Get several estimates and
Local agencies are skeptical.
"help them."
, VEPCO - call local office
ask for references.
When the moratorium is lifted, usually
"For a lot of people," says one social
WGL- 750-:1000
··PEPCO's.homeenrgy
-8724646
in .April, those people are eligible for
services worker complaining about the
BGTE..- 77&:7900 (Laurel ()ffice)
audit,
.:
termination. At, that point, says Pufway the government programs are adminfington,
"there's
nothing
we
can
do.":
Anacostia Energy
- 889"7932
istered, "there's nothing they can do but
'Emergency Assistance - If you receive
Alliance
Hardest hit this winter will be those
a cutoff-. notice,' and meet APDC and
turn down the heat. " ,
families who heat with oil. Since fuel oil
'emergency guidelines, you may be eligible , National Solar Heating
"But my God," says _,Woodson's
and Cooling Information
distributors are not public utilities they
for emergency assistance. The amount
Portal, "where are the people on fixed
Center
- (800) 523~2929
are not slibject to the regulations or
you may be eligible for varies by jurisdicincomes going to go?"
tion. In most areas, a variety of other
People with problemsshouldcontact ' moratoriums imposed by public service
commissions; Also, unlike public utilities,
programs are also available. The departtheir supplier, say the utilities and oil
State AGENCIES - A number of state
fuel oil companies are-not required to
ment .of social services in your area can
companies. The people with problems say
agencies can help with utility problems.
serve anyone. As a result-people who fall
explain them to you.
that that is unlikely.
,"
For problems with fuel oil companies, the
behind in their payments face a real
Flanagan puts it bluntly.· "There's just
options are more limited. Local consumer
possibility of not receiving oil.
-727-3207
D.C.
no explaining to the people at the gas
groups and the Better Business- Bureau
"The priority of paying oil bills will
-558-2892,558-2325
Arlington,
may be able to offer advice.
company," she says.
"
increase," says Luis Portal of the A.P.
- 938-5300 (Central and
Fairfax
Two years ago,' says Flanagan,
Woodson fuel oil company.
"'_
',"Western part of county)
"practically everyone on the street was
Public Service Commissions
"We will all be so concerned about'
- 671-4100 (Bailey's Crossroads)
crying. ,A family up the street has some
D.C.
.;....727-3065 (Consumer
supply
that
people
will
pay
their
Sears
~
768-5600
(Route
1Corridor)
small children and they couldn't get up
complaints) ,
Montgomery
,.
~
565-5738
(Wheaton)
andWoodies
bills
a
little
later
and
their
the money [to pay the gas bill] but they
Md.
(301)
383-2340
/ " - 565-7792 (Silver Spring)
oil bills a little sooner."
didn't want to go to the gas.company and
_ (Engineering Division)
An
especially
critical
cutoff
question
I'
,,468-4301
(Rockville)
say you're taxing us too much."
.."
Va.
- (800) 552-9760 (Energy
Prince'George's
- 927-4600
Or, as Lillian Durham of UPO (Umted - faces tenants in master metered apartRegulation Division) (in
ments.
'What
happens
if
the
landlord
Planning Organization) says in reference
state only)
doesn't pay the bill?
to the lukewarm response PEPCO's free
Weatherization - If you meet certain
D.C.
Public
Service
Commission
home energy audit is receiving among low
income guidelines, and live in a area that'
Chairperson Elizabeth Patterson notes
State Energy Offices
income individuals, "Poor people, don't
offers the service, you may be eligible for
that "A moratorium really doesn't an- D.C.
. -727-1800 (Energy Unit
go to PEPCO."
no cost weatherization. However, not all
swer
the,
problems
of
the
recalcitrant
in Office of Planning
Where do poor people go?
. areas are currently accepting new apand Development)
landlord not paying the bills."
,Where did Prue and Flanagan go?
plicants.
Md.
(800)
492-5903
(in state only)
VEPCO's
Molloy
says
that.the
Elizabeth Prue intiiillly '" borrowed
company 'tries 'very hard to avoid a
Va.
-"(800) 552-3831
money from a bank to pay her' utility
D.C.'
-638-73oo(UnitedPlanning
situation where the party at fault loses
(in state only)
bills. Later, she went to the Southeast
Organization)
service. "We try to notify tenants well in
Neighborhood House for. help. They
A,rlington979-2400 (Arlington
advance", says Molloy.
_
Peoples Counsels
recommended her for a special conserv~Community Action Program)
Ultimately, however, the subject. of
D.C.
-727-3071
tion-solar energy project of the Anacostia
Fairfax
'691~2762(Fairfax
'unpaid bills turns to the question of
Md.
(301)
383-2375
Community Action Program)
Energy Alliance.
I
cutoffs.
Va.
-none
Prue is now having her home turned
360-~100
(Saunders
B.
Moon)
In the Washington area, cutoff procedinto a model of energy efficiency. The
ures vary by jurisdiction and utility.
Alliance, a federation of neighborhood
While it is important to know the procedgroups, is weatherizing the house and
ures in your area, it is 'equally important
putting a passive solar system on the back
to remember that a moratorium on
Spelling and Punctuation Corrected
porch. The Alliance expects .the effort t~
cutoffs is not a moratorium on' bills. If
largely eliminate the nee~ for conven
.
Resume Development there are unpaid
bills when
the
tional heating next winter: Now t~at the
Harvard Blue Book
moratorium is lifted, service may, be
weather is warmer, Prue IS, repaymg her
cutoff.'.~.:

TYPING

THE ABILITY GROUP

10~~vel Flanagan went to the !JPO for
2025'.' In Street, N. W ., Suite 810
Cutoff Procedur~ (As of August)
help paying her overdue gas bill ", UPO
paid most of the bill, Flanagan paid th.e
D.C. Public Service Commission
Student Rates
rest. UPO then conducted an ener:~ aUt~~ ' recently passed consumer bill of rights ,
, 659-7676
of Flanagan'.s home. As expec,
'prohibits' cutoffs when the temperature
home~sa~~~.~.f
•••,i.,•.•.•.•••.•.•
,•.•.f.O.•~.:.,~.'.9_t.,.,~•.t.'.'J'~6~*~~~~~.~~~·~'A·~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Prof. '·MurdocIcHead,

[Continued from page one)

were produced from grants to the
George Washington University
deparrtment and carry the brand
name of Airlie productions.
The vast majority of the films
the foundation
produces are
teaching and training films. In
recent years the foundation has
concentrated on programs dealing
with population control. Over 110
programs have been produced
and disseminated to over 30
nations around the world. These
programs have generally been
funded by the Agency for International Development (AID). '
One of the AID programs has
been the subject of allegations
concerning undue influence by
Rep. Passman. The foundation
received a grant to set up an Inter-:
American Dialogue Center. This
five year program was designed to
provide information andeducation to over 3,000 persons in various fields such as medicine, military, clergy, and banking.
As executive director of the
Airlie Foundation,
Dr. Head
became the synapse between the
federal government
and his
research organization.
In his
efforts to promote the foundation, Dr. Head pursued the
friendship of many well-placed
persons. The Board of Directors
for the Airlie Foundation were
picked from Washington's politi-'
cal elite: Mortimer M. 'Caplin,
IRS Commissioner; Dr. Lloyd A.
Elliott,
president
of George
Washington University; former
Rep. Melvin R. Laird (R-Wis),
Jater defense secretary; former
Federal
Communications
Chairman
Newton
MinnoW;
former Marine Corps Commando,
ant Lemuel C. Hhephard; and
former Deputy Secretary of State
Joseph J. Sisco (Head's brotherin-law and now president of
American University).
,
Dr. Head's friends are frequently intimately involved in his
business.
IRS Commissioner
Caplin, while he was still a law
professor at the University of Virginia had helped draft the foundations original charter in 1960.
He had specifically designed the
charter so that it could qualify for
tax exemption as a non-profit or-

ganization. In 1963, when Or. sculptered bust of himself, a
Head applied to the Internal Re- scroll, and a cash award of
venue Service to have-a proposal between $5,000 and $10,000.
to lease his farm to the tax-free Eachyear," a celebrity is' hired
foundation as a conference center 'preside over the affair. Such
approved,
Caplin
excluded
persons as David Brinkley, Hugh
himself from playing a role in the Downs, David Frost, Dan Rather,
IRS review.
and Mike Wallace have particiThe proposal troubled some of pated in the event. Guests include
'the
tax specialists.
Theresa influential members of the House
Prevost who reviewed the applica- and Senate such as Sen; Lister
tion wrote that it "seems to be for. Hill (D-Ala.) and Sen. Warren
the benefit of Dr. Head ...
Magnason (D-Wash.). One year,
helping him to buy Airlie Farms Nelson Rockefeller showed for
and maintain it,' too." Agency dinner when he was awaiting con- '
records show that Caplin's assist- _,firmation as vice president'.
ant Mitchell Rogovin took an inThe persons receiving the'
terest in the case when Prevosts' - award are no less impressive.section decided-to rule against the' Former Rep. Laird received the
foundation. After a member of award one year for his work on
Dr. Head's staff complained the House Appropriations subabout the case, Rogovin sent a committee on health. The late
special messenger to pick up the Rep. John Fogarty (D.-R.I.) who
application. Rogovin then asked was chairman of that health subto be kept informed of the future committee received the award
of the case.-,
posthumously.
On October 17, 1963, the'IRS
In addition to his philanthropic
sent a form letter to the founda- pursuits, Dr. Head has helped ortion informing it that Airlie was ganize, and operate Raven's
being declared exempt from any Hollow Limited, a film producfederal income taxes from 1960 tion company
that handles
on.
filming for both the Airlie FounIn I967,the Washington Even- dation and the GWU department
ing Star printed an article accus- of medical and public affairs. The
ing the CIA of secretly funding relationship between Dr. Head,
the Airlie
Foundation.
Dr. the Airlie Foundation, Raven's
Head's close friend Rep. Melvin Hollow Limited, and George
R. Laird (R-Wis) rose on the Washington
University
has
House floor to defend Dr. Head troubled government auditors.
and the foundation. Dr., Head, The problem is that Raven's
won $60,000 in damages for the Hollow was initially formed as a
foundation and himself in a defa- profit-making venture. It was
mation suit against the Star.
later changed from profit to nonThere is no end to the praise profit status, however for some
and support that Head has been years, there were two outstanding
able to elicit form the politically
charters according to Virginia
powerful. On one occasion, Laird corporate records.
said, "This guy is brilliant and
. Officially Dr. Head is not paid
he's an artist ... really a creative as the executive director of the
artist," At a 1969 dinner on Or. AirlieFoundation.
His GWU
Head's farm, Sen. Edmund S. salary of $51,000 dollars per year
Muskie (Sen. Maine) told the au- is donated to the Foundation.
dience that Dr. Head was "a Re- However, Dr. Head and his wife
nasisance man, a showman, pro- have received rental income from
moter, doctor, lawyer- all of that the foundation for the use of their
- but above all, he's a concerned jointly-owned farm. Payments to
Citizen,"
the Heads in 1970 were said to be
Among the over 400 events that $92,665 per year according to gooccur each year at the Airlie con- vernment auditors.
,, .
ference center is "The Statesman
Dr. and Mrs. Head advanced
of the Year in Medicine" award large sums of money to the foundinner, funded by an anonymous dation in its infancy according to
contributor. T,hewinner is given a the Foundations' tax returns. In"

to

ROARIN' OREN
Roarin' Oren Reversed Again!
That
hypothetical
headline
wouldn't surprise any followers
ofthe Honorable Oren R. Lewis,
U.S. District Court Judge for the
. . 0 f V'irgrma,
..
Eastern District
Lewis presided over the recent
trial of Dr. Murdock Head,
Director of Airlie Foundation
who was convicted of laundering
some $49,000 to Representative
Daniel Flood (D-Pa.).
,in
The 76-year old Senior Judge is
notorious
for his courtroom
antics, thus the nickname "Roarin' Oren". Last spring, Oren was
reversed twice in less than one
month. The 6th Circuit reversed
Oren after he sidelined the
defense in a routine one- dav
ay trial
tna
with 250 interruptions that "frustrated the defense at every turn
~
and infringed upon' , the d elen.,
dant's
right
of
cross-exammatlon.
L.__ .;.__ -!'"'

Shortly after, the 4th Circuit
reversed Oren for his refusal to
delay a trial so that federal prosecutors could appeal his order
supressing a crucial confession.
Do' you think Roarin' Oren is
fretting? Probably
not. The
Bench is comparatively comfortable employment. Take the
recent case of Willis Ritter,'
former chief district court judge
Utah. In 1977, the ten 78-year-old Ritter had been accused of
misconduct and ignoring rules of
procedure. A U.S. attorney filed a
petition to prevent Ritter from
presiding over cases involving the
federal
government.
Utah's
Attorney General also requested
that Ritter be prevented from
hearing cases involving the state.
explained: " ... (he)
A -magazine
-..
once hauled in nearly 36 postal
workers for contempt of court

by Sean Denevir _.

'1971, the' Heads were owed
$522,741. By 1976, this debt had
been reduced to $40,000 owed to
Jane Head. In. a complicated,
"transaction in 1974, Dr. Head
created the Airlie Trust. The
Foundation turned over securities
valued at $575,563 tothe Trust
and effectively erased the debt to
the Heads:
According to
the Fauqier
County records, the trust fund'
can be used to pay the executive
director of the foundation plus
other foundation expenses. Upon'
the death of Dr. Head, the Airlie
farm can be purchased from his
heirs by the proceeds of the trust
fund.
."
Rent for the farm is now paid
to the Kimmaren Corp., a real
estate holding company that
holds title to six major parcels of
farm property. The corporation is
controlled by' Dr. Head's three
children, Kimberly, Mark and
Karen.
The financial
transactions
between the foundation
and
. Raven's Hollow Limited have
.futher confused and-complicated
'the government auditors. According to tax returns, the foundation
apparently advanced monies to
Raven's Hollow. By the end of
1976, the film company owed
$509,555 to the foundation.
A 1970 audit by HEW included
a report of concern over the interlocking relationships
between
Raven's Hollow and the Airlie
Foundation.
The report said,
"The interrelationship
between
Dr. Murdock Head, the Airlie
Foundation,
Raven's
Hollow
'Limited, and George Washington
University raises serious questions
as to how independently the university can function when deter-.
mi~ing who would perform
services related to the contracts
and the grants. "
Early in 1978, Dr. Murdock
Head came under attack when
Stephen R. Elko, former aide to
Rep. Daniel J. Flood (D-Pa.)
accused him of paying money to
Flood
and
Rep .. Otto
E.
Passmann (D-La.) in an effort to
win government contracts. In
January, 1978, Dr. Head released
a statement which said: "The
Airlie Foundation has made no
contributions to any elected official, political party, or political
campaign. There have been no
requests for assistance in return
forsupport from any member 'of
Congress or their representa-

,
because mailsorting machinery in
(his) courthouse was noisy. He tives."
freed 29 felony convicts simply
The affidavit by Elko was made
because no attorney was present
in connection with an FBI investiat their parole hearings. Once had gation of $16.6 million in cona repo rter confined for two hours . tracts to the Airlie Foundation
without explanation; a bailiff said and the GWU medical and public
Ritter was angered by the jouraffairs department. The contracts
nalist
picking
his nose in beginning in 1971 were given by
Court. .. "
the Agency for International DeDespite the controversy and the velopment (AID) for population
pressure to retire, Ritter remained
seminars. Training films and
on the Bench until his death.
teaching materials in population
Berkson and Tesitor, "Holding
control and studies on distributFederal Jedges Accountable." 61 ing information on' population
Judicature p. 447 (May 1978).
control
throughout
other
Oren isn't quite in Ritter's
countries.
league (yet). But the Senior Judge
In February 1975; a former
is curious enough that the federal
senior AID official accused Rep.
prosecutors in the Head case Passman of pressuring the agency'
asked that Oren not be allowed to to approve contracts for the Airlie
preside because of an alleged bias.
Foundation. Jarold A. Keiffer
The Circuit Court denied that
wrote a letter to President Ford
request. Oh, well.
stating that he had been directed
-.... by AID
Deputy, ,Administrator ",

'John E. Murphy to make a $5
million dollar grant. Kieffer
wrote "the whole transaction and
the coercion involved, in effect,
constitute the making of government decisions for secret reasons
outside
official
channels."
Murphy said that he had received
calls from Passman urging the.
proposal.
.
On March 7, 1978, D~. Head
released a statement charging that
the Flood aide had asked him for
an $8,000 contribution in 1967 to
help pay his lawyer. Dr. Head
said that Elko had made the influence. buying charge against him
because he had rejected Elko's
plea for money.
In this statement, Dr. Head
admitted that he knew Stephen
Elko and that the foundation
staff "went out of their w~y not
to offend him." Dr. Head admitted that Elko was a frequent
visitor tothe foundation and had
brought Pennsylvania Governors
Milton Shapp and Raymond P.
,Shaffer along with him.
.
Dr. Head then said, "Mr. Elke,
I have little doubt, promoted
Airlie in Congressman Flood's
office,and touted our conference
center, the films we produced,
and other foundation programs.
It was not until late 1977, however, that I began to suspect that he '
considered Airlie indebted to him
for his efforts."
The trial began last October
with the parties asserting the same
line. Dr.- Head's" lawyer P.
Gettings characterized the case to
the jury in this way: "Mr. Elko is
what this case is all about. If you
believe Stephen Elko, convict my
client. If you disbelieve him,
acquit him," According to the
defense, the case boiled down to
,one man's word against another.
~ Before the trial began, the
District Court had granted the defendant's
motion to sever the
bribery charges from the cons piracy and tax evasion charges.
Then a mistake by the prosecution
almost cost the government the
case. U.S. Attorney' Justin W.
Williams had signed the defendant's counsel stipulation that
included some of the tax returns
alleged to be false. If the prosecution were bound by"the stipulations the tax returns could not be
considered as evidence since the
returns would be construed as
true, and correct. Judge Bryan
amended his ruling to allow the
returns as evidence.
On the first day of the trial, the
prosecution
brought
former
AirJie Foundation
accountant
Norvel James to the stand. James
described
numerous
financial
manipulations, designed to create
what he characterized as a secret
fund. The accountant alleged that
the fund was created by preparing'
duplicate
or phony, expense
vouchers to pay motion picture
crews, backdating lease agreements for land and airplanes and
creating various other fictitious or
duplicate expenses. The deficit
created by these financial manipulations was alleged to be for the
purpose of offsetting profits by
the Raven's Hollow Limited and
reducing
or eliminating
tax
liabilities.
Dr. Murdock Head testified in
his own defense for 4 1/2 hours
_, Continued on page 9
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Continued/rom page 8
on Wednesday October 10. His
.
testimony represented the first
verb a I re b u tt a I b yany k ey fiigure
·
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Dr. Head flatly contradicted
h·IS J anuary statement to t h e press
.
ib
th at h e h a d never given contn u.
I ed ffi'
.
nons to any e ecto
icial. He
denounced Elko as a "consumate
schemer-promoter"
who had

had ordered his former executive related to the actual bribery by
assistant Charlotte Fowler to wipe Dr. Head on the grounds that the
money with tissue to remove charges had been severed to
prevent the jury from being
fingerprints. He maintained that
prejudiced
by the evidence.
this clean money was needed for Gettings was not happy with the
two purposes. Mainly, Dr. Head decision since he had hope. to
needed cash that could not be pursue a line of questioning which
traced for use in the production of might discredit Elko's reliability.
a film the foundation was making When he questioned the decision,
an illicit narcotic traffic. He Judge Lewis cleared the jury from
asserted that the foundation had
the court room and severely
to avoid specific problems inadmonished the attorney for his
volving illicit ties to drug dealers.
Dr. Head said he also needed most reprehensible behavior.
During the course of the trial,
clean money to help a friend, the
the judge dismissed five counts of
late Dr. Amos Johnson, a former
illegal gratuity' as barred by the
president
of the American
statute of limitations. The judge
Academy of General Practice,
who was the victim of a black

sought to extort money from him.
According to Dr. Head's testimony, Elko had originally come
to him looking for campaign
money for Flood in September of
1970. Elko had become administrative assistant to Flood after
the death of Eugene D. Hegarty.
Dr. Head explained that Eiko told
him that Hegarty had absconed
with campaign funds before he
died leaving the campaign chest.
seriously depleted. The Airlie Direector testified that he gave Elko
political contributions of $3OOto
$SOO-considerably
less than
Elko testified that he had
received.
Dr. Head denied that any of
this money was intended to be
bribe. He also denied that any of
the money was intended to be
.
given to Rep. Passman by Elko.ment
Blko came
Foun, .... to the Airlie
.
dation
on several' occasions
seeking personal financial help.
According to Dr. Head, Elko :
. visited him shortly after Hurricane Agnes hit in 1972. Dr. Head
said that Elko "told me that he
had lost his home." Dr. Head
subsequently agreed to give him
~~$I~~$I~
Dr. Head also testified that he

mail scheme.
.
When asked why Elko had'
received money wiped clean of.
fingerprints, Dr. Head said, "I
was not sure where this money Articles from the Advocate. 1984
was going when Mr. Elko got it."
He claimed that he was concerned
from the warped imagination. of.
that the foundation might become
linked with some "unsavory"
Prof. John Banzhaf
Elko activity."
Generally reliable sources have
Dr. Head testified that he had reported that a GW law professor
established a cash supply of has argued an important case
between $80,000 and $90,000; before the U.S. Supreme Court.
however, he had never intended However, in accordance with
for the money to be a slush fund. recent decisions closing all court
Rather, the money was a con- proceedings to the public and protigency fund intended to offset viding for in camera briefs and
unexpected losses incurred by opinions, the identity of the proRaven's Hollow Limited. Later fessor and the nature of the case
testimony disclosed that Raven's will never be known.
,
Hollow had suffered production
A compromise has settled a
costs when some camera equip- dispute betwee n factions seeking
had been stolen and delayed a rem
r
al e can did
1 ate rror t h e one
filming. The fund was established
o'pemng on th e f acu Ity, an d t h ose
to prevent such problems.
" a man. Hiring
. a male'
'supportmg
The trial ended in a fury of would put the law school one
verbal assaults between Judge percent
under its . goa Iquo t a ror
r
,
Oren Lewis and defense attorney
female facult Y .mem b ers, whil e
Brien P. Gettings.
Gettings
another women wou ld pu t th e
wanted to question Elko as a NLC over its go al quo t a. Th e
hostile witness for the defense compromi
.
romise
can did
I ate
IS
a
about the bribery allegations. The hermaphrodite .
~~rebed~al~~~I~~~~~~~~e~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.
testify about any of the charges
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An entering class of over 2000
first-year law students will require
double sessions again this year.
Law school historians trace the
problem of ever-increasing class
size to a mistake made in 1979.
When the. faculty discovered that
larger classes yielded increased
tuition revenue resulting in higher.
salaries, the trend was irrevocably
established.
The placement office issues an
encouraging report showing that
.over 80070oflast year's law school
graduating class are gainfully
employed, most of them legally,
and that more than 500J0 had
found positions in the legal field.
The maj ority of those who went
into solo practice said they had
done so voluntarily, and less than
25070of those in solo practice are
also on welfare.
Ralph Nader is said to be
recovering from total exhaustion
following a weekend-long orgy at
Plato's
Retreat.
Reportedly'
tricked into losing his virginity by
an associate who told him "it was

a new

form of artificial respiration," Nader was said to be
trying to make up for lost time.
In a novel experiment in the
NCL's expanding clinical law
program, a civil procedure class
. at GWU will sue a civil procedure
class at Georgetown for defamation, while the defendants will
counterclaim
for abuse of
process. Judges at the D.C.
Superior Court were outraged
when the plan was described to
them, and threatened to sue the
law schools for trying to turn
their court into a giant city-wide
trial practice court.
The Law Review announced
h ha d fiinally broken
t od ay t h at tey
" scheduling log jam, and that
their
the June 1980 issue would soon
appear. Editoris blamed a come
Iup, wh'llee th compu t er
pu t er lOU
bl ame·d th e editI ors. Ad' voca te
. t ed reams 0f com;. rep 0r t ers no
't pu er pnn. ttl
"
ou
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by Prof. John Banzhaf

A committee of the New York
City Bar Association has recommended the adoption of a new
professional rule - the first of its
kind anywhere in the country that would require each of the
city's 45,000 lawyers to donate 30
to SO hours a year in free or lowcost legal service to needy individuals or public causes.
The report states that. the
profession's historic commitment
.to ~erve the disadvantaged by
donating free legal counseling a practice whose full name in
Latin, pro bono publico, means
"for the public good" -'- has
failed to keep' up' with needs for
legal services and should be
replaced
immediately
by a
mandatory obligation to donate
a fixed amount of time to nonpaying' clients. To satisfy the
requirements of the rule, the legal
work could be in the categories of
poverty, civil rights, public righ~
(including, for example, environmental issues), charitable' causes
or the Adminiit.rationof jU$tice.

also dismissed three charges of definitely be an appeal. The
tax evasion because the statute conspiracy conviction carries a
related to them was intended to maximum sentence of five years
prosecute the preparer of the tax in prison .and a fine of up to
return and there was no evidence $10,000.
that Dr. Head had prepared his
As he left the Alexandria court
own forms.
house in the pouring rain, Dr.
The jury returned a verdict of . Head commented, that "my only
not guilty on two of the remaining real problem is that I've lost my
charges of tax evasion. On one umbrella." Dr. Head will concount of tax evasion, the jury was tinue as the chairman of the GWU
hopelessly divided. The jury department but has taken a leave
found Dr. Head guilty of the of absence effective October 1.
single count of conspiracy.·
According to Frank Kavenaugh,
Brian P. Gettings said im- Dr. Head plans to step down as
mediately after the guilty verdict director of the Airlie Foundation.
was returned that there would Kavenaugh will take his place.

Under the-proposal, the work '
could not be done for anyone i
l
connectedwiththelawyer,Qrtoa
client who normally pays. Each
lawyer would have to meet the
obligation, so firms could not

.

perform the necessary work byl
assigning junior members to
~~~~:~edt~rO~~~~I~a;~~~w~~
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sibility
a solution,
"the
committeeforbelieves
that the legal,
profession has a unique obligation to help in addressing these
problems - an obligation which
has not been, and cannot be,,,
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Exhibit'Sheds Ught on Edison
One hundred years ago Thomas few decades, generators based on
Edison perfected the first viable this principle were developed.
incandescent light bulb, setting
When Edison came along, it
into motion the electric age, and, still looked as though electricity
of course, that's not going to go had few practical applications,
unnoticed.
though many inventors were
The Smithsonian Museum of trying furiously to find more.
History and Technology has just
Light can be produced elecopened an exhibit titled Edison: trically by two different means.
Lighting a Revolution, which will One is arc lighting, the spark proremain up for several years. Con- duced by electricity flowing
currently, four mini-versions of across a 'gap in a conducting
the exhibit will be traveling surface. Arc lighting provided'
around the country for the next stiff competition for gas lighting,
two years, making stops at vari- being able to provide a steady,
ous museums. The same office bright light, which gas couldn't
that produced the mini-exhibits, do. But, for those same reasons,
the Smithsonian
Institution
it was too bright for indoor use.
Traveling Exhibition Service
The other method, incandes(SITES), is also marketing a cence, is the glow from a heated
children's board game called object inside' a vacuum tube.
"Bright Ideas."
Many inventors tried to find a
The children's game gives the good method of creating a
players (age 12 and up) an oppor- vacuum, and. a filament that
tunity to discover the broad range wouldn't burn up or melt at the
of Edison's inventions (he held temperature which caused its
1,093 patents), and tIfe impact of incandescence.
electricity on our lives. All you
Edison managed to achieve a
need to provide is dice.
good vacuum, and found a good
The point of the exhibit is the" filament in baked white cotton
impact of electricity on our lives. thread. He achieved success in
It's hard to imagine life. without October, 1879, and demonstrated
electricity, and few people in it publicly by lighting up the
America can remember a time buildings and grounds at his
without electricity.
Menlo Park, New Jersey lab
Yet, the investigation of elec- during Christmas week, 1879.
tricity's practical aspects hasn't
When Edison set up a probeen going on for very long. The totype electrical system around
Italian physicist Alessandro Volta Wall Street in Manhattan (to
(after whom the volt was named) demonstrate to .the bankers and
created the voltaic pile, the first businessmen whose backing he
primary battery, in 1800. Im- needed the advantages of electric
provements on the battery 'fol-, light), he had to invent all the elelowed quickly.
. . ments of a system: meters,
The production of an electric
sockets, conduits, junction boxes,
current in a magnetic field was and so forth.
demonstrated by Michael FaraBy the end of the century, elecday in 183.1.Slowly, over the next tricity had caught hold, and was

an indispensable part of America.
The exhibit covers early electrical experiments, and traces how
they led up to electric lighting. It
then focuses on Edison, and his
"invention factory." The early
history of electric light and
power, and the tremendous
competition, is also covered.
Scattered along the way are
dozens of early light bulbs,
meters, phones, an early phone
booth, even an early electric
elevator car. Several large (and
historically important) generators
are on display. In the background
are the massive wheels, pistons
and gears of the permanent exhibit on industrial machinery,
which abuts the Edison exhibit.
Lots of attention is focused on
communications, as this is the
area where electricity has had the
most impact on our lives. A
computer terminal allows the
visitor to call up the weather forecast in selected American cities.
Many people are aware that
Edison perfected the light bulb,
and did ' something with the
phonograph, but know little
more. This exhibit provides a
closer look at Edison and the
impact one man (and others
working before and at the same
time as he) had on our lives.
Incidentially,
if you are
planning on seeing that first successful bulb, forget it. Edison
turned up the power to see how
much it could take, and it.burned
out. He then smashed it so he
could study what happened to the
insides.
.', - .
,.
(The Museum of History and'
Technology, at 12th St. and Constitution Ave., is open seven days
a week from 10 a.m, to 5:30 p.m.)

by Jim Sweeney, Arts Editor

Edison's light bulb, Dec. 1879.
The first practical incandescent

lamp.

Gastpie I Der
Wiener Staatsoper

Zubin Mehta,
Musical Director of
the New York Philharmonic

by Jim Sweeney, Arts Editor
In case 'your Austrian is rusty,
that means that the celebrated
Vienna State Opera is coming to
the Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts. This will be their
first visit to the United States.
The visit begins on October 26;
with the first of three performances by the Vienna Phil.harmonic (as the Opera's orchestra is known when it performs solo), conducted by Karl
Bohm, Leonard Bernstein, and
Zubin Mehta.
(If you ire in New York in early
November, the Philharmonic will
be performing at Avery Fisher
Hall November 12, and Carnegie
, Hall November 14and 15).
Aside from the three orchestral
performances, there will be '14
performances' of four operas:
Beethoven's Fidelio (conducted r
by Bernstein), Mozart's Le Nozze
di Figaro, Richard Strauss'·
Ariadne auf Naxos (both conducted by Bohm), and Strauss'Salome (conducted by Mehta).
Vienna is one of the most
important cities in operatic
history. Many important composers, froin Monteverdi in the
17th century to Schonberg in the
.
f
20th eenturye-have been-a-part 0

its musical life. Richard Strauss
served as the head of the Opera,
as did Gustav Mahler and
Christoph von Gluck. Figaro and
Fidelio premiered in Vienna, as
did the current version of A riadne
auf Naxos (Salome's premier was
cancelled by the censors).
Karl Bohm has been musical
director of the Opera twice, and
was a' close friend of Richard
Strauss until the composer's
death in 1949.
National Public Radio will
broadcast live the preformance of
the Opera on three separate
nights, October 27, October 30,
and November 6. The broadcasts
will be, respectively,
Fidelio,
Figaro, and Ariadne auf Naxos.
Check local listings for exact
times.
It should also be noted that the
Vienna Philharmonic, occasionally with the Opera, are available
on a large selection of albums,
including recordings of the works
to be presented in this country.
•
Wanted: 3rd year or graduate
law student to tutor an individual in law subjects on the
weekends or during -the week.
$10 per hour. Call 554-5364
after 6:00 P.M.
Ioo- __
""!"""""
....

Leonard Bernstein, Laureate Conductor
of the New YorkPhilha~monic
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.Macheth Murders Duncan;
Chaos Reigns in Scotland
by Jim Sweeney, Arts Editor

Hamlet at the Folger), has look could turn you to stone, by
Macbeth isa character who is eschewed the traditional lavish
using a shield polished to mirror
easy to hate; he's cruel, despotic productions
for this play to .brilliance; he killed her after she
and power mad. He's also pitiful: . concentrate on the terror inside of saw her own face turned to stone.
seduced by a dream of power and Macbeth's
mind. There are
glory, and led to do horrible touches throughout that show her ' Although the play gets. off to a
deeds until, as he puts it, "I am in thoughtfulness in directing the slow/start, it soon holds the atblood steeped in so far that, play.
tention of the viewer. Unshould 1wade no more, returning
After the banquet scene in fortunately, occasional lapses in
were as tedious as go o'er."
which Macbeth sees the murdered
the intensity reduced the total
But imagine a sleazy Macbeth. Banquo's bloody figure (and
effect of the play. One .of the
One who enjoys the bloody mess "blood" is liberally scattered in biggest problems was Malcolm,
he's gotten himself into, one who this gory production), the three
played by Eric Zwemer. His Elvis
is so mad he enjoys the pain even witches swoop down on the table
sneer and refined manner didn't
as it eats his brain away. That's a . and eat the food. This is- just
fit a Scottish warlord.
Macbeth you can only hate, a before intermission, and the last
After, these OCCasional lapses,
Macbeth who, by the time he is scene the audience sees. is the
brutally dispatched,the audience robed figures wolfing down the it's hard for the. audience to get
totally wrapped up in the play.
is thinking it's high time that it food.
Mikel Lambert played Gertrude in
happened. ,"
,
(The last page of the program
the Folger's 1978 production ofThat's the Macbeth that the for the play is an ad for a nearby .Hamlet, a work that riveted its
Folger
Theatre
Group.
is' restaurant; it says "There'll be no viewers with its 'violence and
presenting for' the opening of its ghostly
apparations
during
nerveshattering
pace. Unfortu_
10th season (until November 18). dinner. ")'
nately, as the, director ofSam Tsoutsouvas plays the tyrant
The weird sisters are played by Macbeth, Lambert can't recreate
with the right degree of sleaziness, men, since the text refers to them the same spellbinding imagery,
although hi occasionally comes, as bearded and looking like men
The fight scenes are a major
across as a bit forced and con- despite being women;
source of negative audience
trived, as in the scene Where he is
The vaguely animal device on' reaction:
they're
not very
trying to get the courage to Duncan's banner is replaced by believable. The, players hack at
murder Duncan.
that of the new king, Macbeth, a each other like they're swimming
Another great performance is glaring demonic mask attached to in gelatin, and 'the only threat
Lady Macbeth,
by Glynis two separate bodies.
'their swordsmanship poses is to
Bell, who is alternately sensual,
Macduff, who kills Macbeth,
the. reputation of Erik Frederickcruel, and terrified.
has Medusa's head on his shield. sen, the fight choreographer.
.
Director Mikel Lambert (who 1!1 the Greek ,legends, Perseus
One of the highpoints- of the
'played Gertrude inIast year'skilled the gorgon Medusa, whose:... play is William Penn's eerie music

score, which combines reeling
bagpipes, Baroque court music,
martial music, and a 'persistent
throbbing like a heartbeat.
It's the small flaws that
ultimately hurt this play. Tsoutsouvas is appropriately 'sleazy"
alternately
demon-driven
and
possessed by a "restless ecstasy;"
but in a few places he is overdoing

it. John Neville-Andrews
is
wooden in some early scenes, but
he redeems' himself in the final
scene, when .he confronts Macbeth with the words "turn, hellhound, turn!," and he means
every word of it.
The Folger Theatre is at 201 .
East Capitol Street, S.E. The box
office is 546-4000.

The Winter's"Tale;

Tragedy Meets Comedy to Become Mystery
'Macbeth.
.
Instead, the play is an essay on
the power and mysteries of love.
Shakespeare's The Winter's Tale The approach that Arena Stage
is a strange play, half tragedy and has taken in" The Winter's Tale
half comedy. In it he eschews (until November 11) is summed
both the rollicking fun and satire up by the quote from Albert Einof his comedies, such as Much stein in the program notes: "The
Ado About Nothing, and the most beautiful thing", we can
brooding glimpses into. the dark experience is the mysterious. It is
side of humanity,
such as a source of all true art and
by Jim Sweeney, Arts Editor

science. He to whom this emotion
is a. stranger, who can no longer
wonder and stand rapt in awe, is
as good as dead; his eyes are
closed."
Director David Chambers has
chosen to let the words of the play
tell the story. He has, however,
added a magnificant stage set: a
platform lit from below, ringed
by glowing lucite pillars.

What about the tragedy part?
Shakespeare contrived an ingenious deus' ex machina for this
play, borrowing from the Greek
legend-of Pygmalion,who
fell in
love with a statue he made, and
the gods let it come to life (transformed in our century into the
play My Fair Lady).

this scene are done just righi, so it
doesn't appear either campy or
contrived.
..

Arena has taken a difficult play
and made it run smoothly. That
in itself makes .it well worth
seeing. So would the stage setting,
or Richard Bauer's marvelous
performance as the thieving rogue
Autolycus.

In this version, a statue of Hermione, the queen, is brought to
The first' half of the play con- ':'Iife. The staging and timing of
cerns the tragedy that results
when Leontes, King of Sicilia,
thinks his wife is having an affair
LEGAL TYPING/
with his friend, Polixenes, King
TRANSCRIPTION
of Bohemia. Polixenes has.to flee
REPETITIVE
LETTERS
for his life, Leontes's wife and
/DOCUMENTS
young son pine away and die, and,
his newborn daughter is left out in
Mag card/correcting selectric, Harvard/Blue book style, Deadthe wilderness to die.
lines met. Inexpensive rates. Large & Small projects .
..'
Call Cindy Pott" 931-7074
This part of the play ends with
a piognant scene, silent except for
slowly throbbing organ music, in
which Leontes' daughter, Perdita,
is left alone (in Bohemia,
unknown to Leontes), and the
ghost of her mother glides across
the stage to look at the infant.

Cafe Hollywood & Vine
-Flaming Broil-

The second half of the play
takes a completely different tack,
as the child is found by an old
shepherd in the closing moments
of the first half. The play not only
shifts' gears but time as the now-grown Perdita meets and falls in
love with Florizel, Polixenes' son. ,
Of course,
Polixenes doesn't
approve, and the young lovers
flee to Sicilia, where it is discovered that she is Leontes' lost
daughter. So, of course, she cart
marry Florizei, since she's a, princess.

Special for Students:
Cowboy Special Cheeseburger (6 oz.)
served with lettuce, tomato, mayo
fried onions and hot pepper
on kaiser roll .,

$159

Many delicious subs
served on French bread.

20061 SI. N.W. 296·3473
Hours: 11 am to 1 am
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Mark Green andConsurnerParanoia
by Mlcbael P. McDonald

,,'

"

"tufes dwelling on the themeor gov~ent.decidewhatwill
be built andcwhere. They
By now you're probably wondering why
" The conspiracy-theory approach to poli-: regulation of large corporations. Not sure' control employment; the wealth of the na- ' openCongressiona! hearings ,on corporate
tics OCcupies a very old and dishonorable
prisingly the title of Mr. Green's twenty- tion; the. national assets. It IS their game activity and various reports in the paper
place in the history of mankind. Spanning
five minute expose was "The Political and the government must be attentive to and on radio and television haven't alerted
all societies and all, ages, from the regular ,Clout of Large Corporations" •
'
it." (Mr. Green's suspicions sound remark; _ U$ to the conspiracy . The answer is - and
denunciations of grain merchants inimper~'
How to convey properly the substance of ably similar to those of a different band of ','here's the part -of ,the 'conspiracy that
ial Rome up through the pograms ~acted
~;Green'slittle
talk? Well, let
put if people who think acertain~hmcgroup;shouldn't
r~y
astoun~yo~if
y~u'~e
against the Jews in aristocratic RUSSiaand,
this way: if you were in attendance the day, controls the banks and the media.) But Walt "Come along this far -"big business didn t
more recently, the expulsion of ethnic Chi- ,,:of the lecture 'and 'then went home lUld"Mr. Green did mention the government. stop at, justbuyingpolitici~ns,
they w~t
nesefrom socialist Vietnam, it remains a awoke the next morning to discover.jhat ,Surely the governmentIs therein order to ahead and bought off top flight economists
' demonstrable fact (as perverse as it may " ,'the ' country's" economic "l;UldpoiiticaJ ',in~,;respond to the needs of the people. Surely it in .order to' give an intellectual varnish to
sound) that those whoexceU in creating ,'terests had been tumedoverto
a trium~'wiUprotectuS
from the corporate conspir- their evil designs; And of course the opinwealth and prosperity are not long tolera-:'verate
of men consisting of Benedict. ~- . acy, won't it? No, according to Mr. Green,' ions of these "whorish" economists are
ted by the mass of their fellow men. '.
," old, 'Jesse James, and Richard Nixon you I'm, afraid not. You see .;. 'yes . • • the .currently being distributed across the land.
What could possibly be thereasonfofmigbthavefelt
relieved; for almost any- polltlcians are. in on the conspiracy too. 'HowdastardJy! I guess this would include
this phenomenon? Perhaps as GeorgeGild-: thing would have had to have been better They've all been bought off by theenor- , the conservative economist Milton Frieder haswritten,',it liesinthebeliefthatone
',than the system Mr.' Green described.Andmouslylargecampaignconlributions,
what .manwho usually defends corporate activiman'swealth causes another man's pover~ what preciselyare the features of this sys- Mr.. Green terms "institutional bribery".
ties and just recently won the Nobel Prize.
ty; ·'How. much easier it is- rather .than tem?, . ,,',
,',
Well; not really al/the politicians have been Could the NobelCommitteebem
on ,the
' learning' the hard Iessons of the world, - .
In order. best to understand Mr. Green's J bought off. There are, he a4vises us, a few'conspiracy
too? Maybe. Come to think of
merely to rage atthe rich, and ev~n steal "peculiar view of-the American political and hardy pols like Senators Kennedy and it; it would appear that almost everyone in .
from them. How much simpler than.dilleconomic, system, it is imperative that one Mathias who have sufficient fortitude and the world is in on the corporate conspiracy
gence and study are, the formulas, of ex- begin by disregarding the delusion of l.iving devotion to high principles to avoid 'being with the possible exception of Mr. Green,
propriation, Propeityis
theft. Reality is in ,a democracy. Next, it will facilitate venally corrupted. Alas these "profiles in .his boss Mr. Nader and all like minded
oppression. Violence isfreedom."-And
so things greatly if one envisages along with courage" (yes. he did use the phrase) con-' individuals~
it comes to pass that even in a: liberal ,him a whole demonology of predatorystitute
a minority of only about 15%. As
Several years ago,'afterSenator
Joseph
democracy like ,the United States the rich oppressors-plutocrats,
robber barons, evil for the other 85"10of Congress, I'm afraid MCCarthy had been exorcised from the
are constantly reviled, the President calls oil companies and thelike bent on cheating they're in the corporate pocket now and body of American politics and liberals were
the OJIcompanies' profits "obscene" and customers, exploiting workers, despoiling there's nothing we can, do. I mean even if free to come out of hiding, they used to try
champions of the people are forever pap- , the environment and, of course, killing off we tried to defeat them at election time the to gauge the paranoia of .theirconservative
, ping up ready, willinga!1d ~ble (so they competition. If one accepts these proposi- business PACs (Political Action Commitbrethern by asking if they checked underthink) to expose the Faustian links a,nd sec- tions (and that afternoon apparentlymlUlY tees) would just funnel in so much money neath, their beds each night:before they'
rCts<>cietieswhich enable one class. of men did) it makes quite easy to sit in rapt silence that, they'd be re-elected anyway. (Never" went to sleep to see if there was a Communand wom~nto ~ul~over ot~ers..,
as Mr. Green explains everything'you ai-mind
the fact' that 'the Federal Elec~on' "'-ist.ln peeking under his bed I'm not at all
AcasempOlOtlschamplOnofthepeople
ways suspected was true a90ut the cor- Committee report for the 1978 electIOns certain whatMr, Green would find only
. no.'2,189. His name is Mark Green. He is ',porate conspiracy butwere"too 'afraid of shows that the Republicans, supposedly the / that whatever it might be he would be more
the director of Ralph Nader'sco~su!Derbeing
laughed at to voice it. And so ,the party of big business only received 43.8"10 than likely to construe it as one additional
lobby; Congress Watch and he was lOVlted"audie~ce was treated to such gerns of wis- of all PAC money ,to the Democrats'
link in the great chain of corporate conspirto the Law Cente~this p~tThur~day tobl1 dom as "The big. co~poratio~s '?_It;'n th~ 56.2"10.l.~ke he said, th~'re all inittogethacy., '
the first speaker lOa pIannedsenes oflee-, economy. They mamtainthe discretion to er.) ,
,,'.
.
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Nov. 14, will be the last issue ._~this semester:'
The deadline
is Nov.-14.
.
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NOW TWO "GREAT SALOONS

"

'"

•...

/'COLEMAN'S

1

LICENSEDYINTNERS

---

a
,

.

OUR NEW. MID TOWN SALOON'OFFERS
,IMPORTED DRAUGHT, AND A COMPLETE
. MENU OF FINE FOOD -FROM,BURGERS
TO LOBSTERS- AT ,COMFORTABLE'PRICES

.,,

SANDW/~HES,AND,,'COMPLETEDINNERS
SERVED UNTIL MIDNIGHT

",an IQ~shpUB
tRabitlOOAl c,aElsCmteRUlnmem
'evenings

,

....

"
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,,'

On Capitol HiII,At
" 520 N. CapitolSt. ~.W.

.

331-9430
Irish Country Brunch served
------------------~---

purveyors of fine food & spirits
breakfast. luncheon & dinner

..

COR. 20th ,& PENNSYLVANIA
A VE Iv. w:
.

737'3113

at both locations
Sundays-J J a.m.-3 p.m.

